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Abstract

  Elastie Bunch  Graph Matching(EBGM)  is a  popu-
lar method  in automatic  localization of  fhcial feature

points,  where  the selection  of optimal  Gabor param-
eters plays a key role  in the extraction  of  Gabor jets
with  a  high degree of  discrimination. We  propose a
method  for the selection  of  parameters  by  minimiz-

ing the  energy  function consisting  of  within-class  and

between-class scatters  using  the gradieni] descendent
method,  We  formulate the learning rule  and  design
the algorithrri  for the leaming of  parameters. Numeri-
cal  experiments  have been perforrned to investigate the

performance  of  estimated  parameters  in improving  the

precision of  automatic  localization,

1 Introduction

  Localization of  automatically  selectod  or  prespeci-
fied fiducial points plays a  key role  in both appearance
based approaches  and  model  based onos  as  prior pose
normalization  and  featuTe extraction,  respeetively.[1]

In general, the performance  of facial feature localiza-
tion is evaluated  from  the  foIIowing aspects:  accuracy,

robustness  against  illumination, pose  and  scale  variar

tions, and  computation  expense,  etc. EBGM  in Ref.[2]

provides  a  robust  method  of  localization against  the

variations  of  brightness by using  a  bank of  Gabor re

sponses  (Gabor jet) as a  discriminamt feature, where

shape  variations  are  mode!ed  by an  elastic  graph, [[b
further improve  the accuracy,  statistical  approa ¢hes,
such  as  SVM,  have  been  applied  to EBGM  to explore

the discrimination of  extTacted  graphs.[3] Elastic graph
matching  with  morphology  features has also been pro-
posed. [4] We  still adopt  the Gabor filters, a  biologi-
cally  relevant  medel  for the receptive  field[5,6], for rG
bust feature extraction  against  illurnination and  vary-

ing contrast  by  making  the Gabpr kernel DC-free  and

normalizing  the Gabor jet. We  consider  improving the
robustness  against  scaling  by extracting  and  scaling

tbe face region  to a  specified  lace size.  The accura:y

ef  EGBM  in land-marking is increasable by improving
the discriminant of  jets among  fiducial points nearby,

which  is implemented  by  the optimization  of Gabor pcr
rameters  in the present work.  The robustness  against

distortion and  rotation  is also improvable  by learning
the  Gabor parameters  based on  training samples.

  Various approaches  have been proposed  for the selec-

tion of  Gabor  paraineters, e.g.,  post-selection of  Gabor

response  according  to the output  of  SVM  classifiers

l7], Neural  Network  (NN)-based selection  of parame-

ters for texture segmentation  [8] amd  information dith

gram  based search  [9], etc.  The  selection  by NN  intro-
duces extra  hyper-parameters for the network,  whose

convergence  is diMcult to control  when  dealing with

a  1arge number  of  high-dimensional Gabor responses,

Due to the large size of the Gabor family u$ed  in land-

marking,  the information diagram-based search  in the

candidate  space  of  paraineters is highly computation-
ally expensive.  We  perform the optimization  of  Gabor

parameters by  the minimization  of  an  energy  function
which  rnaximizes  the discrirnination of Gabor jets.
  In Section 2, we  give a  full view  of  the whole  local-

ization system,  and  formulate the energy-rninimization
based approach  for the optimization  of Gabor param-
eters. We  also give the  learning algorithm. Numerical

experiments  have  been  performed  in Section 3 to inves-

tigate the perfoTmance  under  optimized  Gabor param-

eters.  Dis¢ ussions  on  the advantages  and  shortcomings

of the proposed  approach  will  also  be given. Finally,
we  conclude  the present work  and  explain  our  future

work.2

 Ii}eature Localization by  EBGM  with  Opti-

   mized  Gabor  Parameters

  A  two-stage loealization, i,e,, one  stage  for coarse  lo-

calization  and  one  for fine localination, is used  in our
system  to improve the computational  speed,  The Ad-
abeost  face detector, proposed  by Viola and  Jones [10] ,

provides a  fbst and  aceurate  detection of fhcial region
with  reasonable  robustness  to both  illumination and

scale  variations  in the  coarse  localization stage,  whose

detailed explanatiQn  can  be found in Ref,[10]. A  de-
fault graph  is then  applied  to the extracted  face image
as  the  initial positioning fbr the fbllowing finer localiza-
tion. The  refinement  of  the positions fbr those fiducial

points is executed  by EBGM,  the  major  topic  of  the

present paper, starting  with  an  initial point which  has
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been  put in a  neighboring  region  of  the  ground  truth

after  the first stage.

i'
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 Fi,ieT.andLmurking1
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Fig. 1 Block diagrarn of  the land-marking system  used

in the  present work.
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Fig, 2 Schematic diagram of EBGM  land-marking.

2.1 Fine Land-marking by EBGM
  A  schematic  diagram for the idea of  EBGM  is given
in Fig.2. The  structural  information of  selected  fidu-
cial  points is described by a  graph, The points are

processed sequentially  in a  descending  order  of  their

reliability,  which  is decided subjectively  or  by exper-

iments, e.g,,  the extraction  of  an  eye  might  be more

reliable  than  that of the chin  tip. After the coarse  lo-

calization,  most  of  the points have been located within
the neighborhood  of  the ground truth. Fbr each  point,
an  initial position is guessed from  the interpolation of

others  that have alrearly been estimated,  A  discrimi-
nant  feature is calculatecl  from that positien and  com-

pared  to a  template  bunch to measure  the similarity. A
seaJ;ch,  full or  selective,  is then  executed  inside a  speci-

fied range  for the detection ef  the optimal  position with
highest overall  similarity  A  flow chart  is given in Fig.3

for EBGM  land- marking,

  Discriminant features are  extracted  by a  family of K
Gabor  kernels in Ref.[2]. In a  common  form, the k-th

,.Y""

         1 LDcai search FoT Minimum  Distw) e  io swichl
         L-----------

    Fig. 3 Flow cha:]t for EBGM  land-marking.

Gahor  hernel is defined as

Gle., =  
eXP

 [-/1.illi.l.k+y 
iiSi)]

 {exp [t (wic.x + wkyy)]

-exp
 [- (wkmalex)2S(wkyaley)2]], (1)

which  is a  complex  sinuseid  centered  at  frequency

(wle.,wky) and  modulated  by a  Gaussian envelope,  as

shown  in Fig,4, aic. and  aicy are  the standard  devi-
ations  of  the elliptical  Gaussian along  x  and  y, The

second  term  inside the bra(iket makes  the Gabor kernel
DC-free, so  that  robustness  against  brighrness variar

tion can  be impreved.

.ID

aurTo,mfieano.ml

 S40M eaocezsa5;.cor

       (a.) Real part

            Fig, 4

  In R £ f,[2], ak.  =  uky  is
bor  kernel. The  jet J  for

K-dimensional  vector  [.Iklic
responses  of Gabor  filters,
with  akmation.

 Wiskott et  al. [2]

,to

･aouT:ledees:en.･

 s:mcosS
 ,e.o.est

(b.) Imaginary part
A  Gabor  kernel.

                     adopted to simplify  the G-

                      one  point is defined as  a

                       E {1,･･･,K}] formed  by

                      where  Jte =  akexp(iipk)  ,

       as  the  magnitude  and  dik as  the phase infor-

                       further defined similarity

between two  jets using  their phase  infbrmation, i.e.,

             E] akak  cos(ipk  -  ipL - fuk)
    S(LJ') 

ic
                                         (2)

                 pttw  
･

  where  dik =  [wk. why]  and  d-I-k compensates  for the
              -

phase  rotation.  d stands  for the displacement of two

points. fi1irther exploration  ef  discriminant from the

graph by classifiers has been done to improve  the local-

ization accuracy[3],  utilization  of  discriminant features
other  than  Gabor was  also  proposed, [4] We  consider  the

derivation of  optimal  Gabor  parameters  te improve the
accuracy  of  lecalization in the present work.
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Tabel 1 Matrices for calculating  the diff6rential [fabel 2 Algorithm for lcarning Gabor parameters

Bw:KxK,
C.:XY × XX
Ba.  /K × K,

Da.  :K × K,

C..:XY × Xg
E..:XY × Xg

E.. : XY  × XY]

(Bw)i,j =  Ek 6'i,2k6i+1,j 
'
 6i,2k+16i-1.j;

(C=)i,o' -- 6i,ji=, (Cv)i,j ;  tii,jiv;

(Bo.)dd' =  EI] tii,ftiLv21,kcr[1.3 ;
         k

(D..),,)･ 
--
 >l] 6t,jiw21,kak'.! :

(Ca.)i.j =  6i,j'iZ, (Co,)i,j =  6i,j'i;i

<E..)i,j =  E  6i,j6Lii21,ku,le=aZ.,
         k

(Ew,)i,j 
--

 £  6i,j6Li12],lewfoyakvi
        

'k

(Ea.)i" =  E  6i,JiLt/21,kWZxakx:
        h

CEa.)i,J' =  E] 6i.j6Li121,kLvZyaky･
        k

2.2 OptimizatioriofParametersforGa.
      bor  Kernels

  We  collect  a  training set  of  P  patterns,. i,e,, e =::

{blp E {1,-･･,P}}, by cutting  the neighboiiiig  re-

giens ef  all  M  fiducial points from N  training images,

where P  
=

 IV × M,  Fbr the p-th pattern, we  use  p.
and  p. for the  label of  the fiducial point  and  that of

the subject  to which  this pattern belongs. We  take a

reverscd-erder  raster  scan  for each  pattern, i.e., qP  ;

[qS,lx E {X/2,-･･,-X12},y E {Y12,･･･,-Y72}], so

that the cenvolution  of  Gabor kernel on  a  certain  feEb-
ture  point is identieal to a  matrix  multiplication  in a

winduw  centered  on  this  point. X  and  Y  are  the  width

and  height ef  the'window  around  the feature. We  use

XY  to denote the window  size. Dividing the jets into
different clusters  according  te the fiducial points that

they  represent,  we  seareh  for Gabor parameters  that in-

crease  the  similarity  arnongjets  within  the same  cluster

and  decrease the similarity  between  different clusters

by minimizing  the fo11owing energy  function:

F 
=

 
,
 ll, 2..,(A6"s"s(k- 

6}'c''c)
 
-
 
6'iv'
 Erc )s(Jp, Jr) (3)

with  IVk =
 £ p,.,.>pdp.,r.(1  

-
 6p..r.) alld  NE  

=

Ep,r,T>p ip.,r.･ S(JP, J') is the metric  of  similarity  be-
tween  two  jets JP and  J'. i.,b is'the Kroiieckor delta
function which  tal(es 1 foT a  ==  b and  O for a  f b . The
first term  tends to increase the degree of  separation

between  different fiducial points from  the same  person,
while  the second  term  is a  regularizatien  term  that im-

proves the generalization ability  of the extracted  bunch
from training  samples.  A is a  hyper- parameter  in-

troduced  to control  the relative  strength  of  between-
cluster  scatter  to that  of  within  cluster  scatter.  De-

tai1ed formulations are  given in the fo11owing part of

this section.  Fbr convenience  of formulation, we  sep-

arate  the  direct current  component  from  the  Gabor
kernel in Eq,(l). A  coimnon  Gabor kernel i$

 Gkxy ==  Ckxy+iSkxy:kE{1,''',K},  (4)

  a) Initialize the parameters  by taking certain  divi-
sions  in angle  and  wave  length. Set T  as  the  max

iteration time  and  e  as  the threshold for convergence.
set t =  Ol

  b) Construct qP by  raster  scanning  the cropped

face image in a  reverse  order;

  c) Calculate uP, uZ.,  uP.y, uP.., uP.y for all patterns;

  d) Calculate OF(t)lae for both w.,wy,  u.,ay;                  '

  e)  Update wS`+i>,  wS'+i),  aSt+i)  
,
 aY+i);

  f) Calculate energy  funetion F(t+i);

  g) Increase t by 1;

  h) If IF{`+i) 
-
 F(`)1 <  e or t >  T, exit. Otherwise,

repeats  steps  (c) rsJ  (h).

 Ck=y =  
COS(;

£::ikW,leYY) exp  [-;(i22. + .Ytk2
,
 )] ,(5)

 Sk.y =  
SM(g#'aXk.+akWykYY)

 eXP  [-S(aX2i +  aYki )] (6)

Especially, all filters in a  Gabor family are  put into
rows  of  2K  × XY  matrix  G, whose  element  reads

     Gt,xy =`  £  61,2kClpmy +  61,2ic+ISkxv･ (7)
             le

while  ek  =  {aha,aky,cvk.,";ky} is the sct  of  parame-
ters. The DC  components  of  filters are  written  into

another  matrix  GDC,  which  is defined as GR,.Cv =

£ h 
61,2kDkxyi with

       exp  [-i(:ti: +  X +  wZ.aZ.  +  wZyaZy)]

                                         (8)Dkxy
                   27rakmahy

  Therefore, the  respon$e  of  the Gabor  bank  reads

    uP  =  [u:,･･･,u:K-i]T =  {G - GDC}ql; (g)

Because jets from each  point ame  extracted  indepen-
dently during  the  learning process, and  all  samples  are

centered  on  the ground  truth positien, we  let d'= [O O]
for similarity  defined in Eq,(2). This similarity  is equal
to the cesine  of  the angle  between uP  and  u',  i.e.,

 s( Jp , .Jr,  
'il
 =  [o oJ) =  cos(up,  ur)  =  l".P,l'l 

.ll;1
 . (io)

Accordingly, the energy  function is rewritten  as

F=  z  {A(1'6ii'f]c)6ps･"s - 
6tt'c}..,(.p,.r).

    p,r,r>P
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The  differential of  energy  function to parameter  e is

}/=2{A(1-ipxi:c)6ps･rs - 
itt..

 }acosi;ueP,u") (n)
   Pf,r>p

Fbr a  parameter  ek E ek, the  differential reads

              '
Ocos(up,ur). 1 o([up]Tur)          -.
    Oek 

'
 luplluri oek

      -Sf,]T,:.', {aik :g,"f) + 
Oi.[:ilS,"f))

 (i2)

Accordingly, we  have

a([uaPX
 
"')

 ..  (£  
O(Ckr"oe-,Dkrc")qe,)uEk

            =y

+( £  
aaSek,=Yg:,)uSk+,

 +  (£  
O(CkXYoe-,

 
DkMY)qE,)u:,

   pty                     xy

+(2  
OaSeic,"Y

 g:y)u:le+i (13)
   xy

  If we  let e =  [eo,･･･,eK-i]T be the  paraine-

ter vector  for the Gabor family, and  define tiZ =

[itZo,o]''',a:K-,,2K-i]T which  satisfies

              '

aeL,1,l,l=£  
qZy(61i2kO(Ckxy-:ikrcy)+6t,2k+laSk.y)

 (14)
       k,=y

we  will  hewe  a  simplified  notation  as

      
O([ug]eT"')

 =A[fi:.ur+fisoup]  (ls)
              '
where  A  is a K  × ,2K matrix  and  Ale,i =  tiLif2],k for

Vk,t,kE  {O,･--,K-1},tE {O,･･･,2K-1}. The
symhol  o  defines the component-wise  multiplication  of

two  matrices.  Wb  summarize  the equations  for fiZ as

        fiZ. =  Gw.q', fiP.. 
=Ga.

 q", (16)

with

  Gw.  =  Bw  GC.  +Ew.GDC

( Ga' =?k'.EGG.-.GDC)Ca.-Do.(G-GDC)  (17)

where  the  symbol  -  could  be replaced  by x or  y for
the  herizontaJ or  vertical  direction 6f 2D GabQr, re-

spectively.  Each niatrix in Eq. (17) is summarized  in
Table  1. Note  that  we  use  iy =  Li!X] ,ix  =  (i-iyX) to

denote the x  and  y coordinates  of  pixel i , respectively.

Finally, we  haye

OoFe
 

=A\

 
.;...{(1-6pe･Ta)6ps･rs

 iQ 
-
 
es"N'1,'C}

{ fiZ o i.I/.uA.l 
ouP

 - Iu.P.l7.u.l [eZ..o:," + ag.o.p,'] }is)

The  learning ofoptimal  Gabor paraineters is performed
using  a  form of  Gradient descendent learning, while  the

learning rule  is '

    e(`+o =  e(t) - nAe(`) = e(`) - nOoFe 
('),

The  algorithm  is summarized  in [[bble 2.

(a) (b)

･t

   
''i1ig･...g$

(e)

: 
--

tv.

(19)

         (d) (f)
Fig, 5 Samples  of  extracted  images  for afiner  localizar
tion. (a) Ft;ontal face, (b) Pose variation,  (c) Brightness
variation,  (d) Scale variation  (e) Expression, and  (f) Oc-
clusion.

Fig. 6 Selected fiducial features an

O=leftcye1=righteye

2 .= loft meuth  eerner
3inrightmoutbeermer

4-D"terendoflefteyebroyv'

S=innercndoflefteyebroww
6=tnnere"dofrighteyebro-'
7touterendofrighteyebrow

SilefttempNe
9!outercornerof]orftev'e
10.innercomeroflefteye

11=innercomerofrigbtel'e
11=eutercornerofr;ghteye
13!rightLempLe

14-tipofnose
IS=leftnostriL

1fimriehtnestril
17  - lipper  Llp

IS-lo-ertip
19±tip"fehin

    d their positions,

3 Numerical  Experiments  and  Discussions

 In our  numerical  experiments,  we  focus on  the inves-
tigation ef  performance  under  the optimized  patrann7

eters  achieved  by the proposed  approach,  The  Bio

ID  Faee  Database  [11] has been  used  as  the testing

database. We  randomly  picked  two  mutually-exclusive

sets  from the whole  database. One set,  consisting  of

200 images, is used  as  the universe  of  training samples,

from which  samples  are  randomly  selected  to form  the

training set. Another  set  with  100 imagcs  is prepared
for testing.  When  dealing with  the finer land- marking
by EBGM,  we  confront  the fbllowing preblems, i.e,,

variations  in pose, illumination, and  scale,  morphing

caused  by facial expressions,  and  occlusions  of fiducial

points by eye  closing  or by glasses and  beard. Some
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exarnples  ef  extracted  face images  before finer localiza"
tion was  performed  are  shc}wn  in Fig.5.

  Fbr each  image, 20 points are  selected  as  fiducial few
tures  and  their  true positions are  manually  marked,  as

shown  in Fig.6. We  use  an  Adaboost  face detector to

extract  the  face region  for each  image  in the  training

set,  and  then  Tescale  it to a  size  of  200 pixels x  200

pixels.  All images that failed to be detected by the
Adaboost face detector were  not  counted  in our  ex-

periments. Around the ground  truth of  each  fiducial

point, a  windcrw  of  size 51 x  51 pixels is extracted  and

reorganized  in the  reversed  order  of  raster  scanning  to

produce  Q fbr the learning of  Gabor parameters.

  [[b evaluate  the accuracy  of localization, a normal-

ized distance is defined by taking the ratio  of  bias in
the present point to the inter-eye distance, where  the

inter-eye distance is calculated  froin the  ground  truth

for each  image. In our  experiments,  40  GaboT kernels
are  used,  which  include 5 wavelength,and  8 angle  divi-
sions. The learning rate  is O.3 and  the threshold f is

O.OOel. StaJrting from the initial position, S full search                                  '
is performed  in a neighborhQod  of  size 16 x  16 pixels.

f.oE

 
O･sk.Ostblg

 
o.TSo.o05o･ts

 OAge.sI

 
o.ia

 
o.1

      o.o
       o.oo o.o4 e.es D.M O16 O.20 024  02s o.su o.16 o.-

            ThresholdotAoceptlanceasNormalaedDistance

Fig.7 Comparisonoflocalizationaccuracyfrompar                '
rarneters  before and  after  learning. A  smaller  bunch
size  also  achieves  higher accuracy  with  optimized  par
rameters.  N  is the depth of  bunch (also the number

of  images patterns) and  N=P120.

t.osOggosEo.?do.6g,,,tsS

 
OA:O.3si

 
o.:

 O,l

      o.o

       D.oo o.oq o.os e.1: O.de O.20 O,24 O,2e O,su O.3e Omo

            ThrashotdofAcoepmneeasNonTaliledDistanee

Fig. 8 Comparisoll between localization accuracy

under  difierent A.

Major results  of  experiments  are listed as follows:                             '
1) In Fig,7, comparisons  are  marie  between  results

frorn paraJneters befbre and  after learning. As  depicted

in Fig.7, a  bunch with  less depth achieves  higher accu-
racy  with  learlled optimal  Gabor pamameters.

-N=idO,dekeeLecriny -N!llO,AthvTL-:minot).zS.e) -t/wh. N;t"O,Afierknmlfut1=SO)

      Ca) Lgtt Eye tb} Lefi Eye  Outer Corner'
1-e-lltT-e-s"tasor2or-"n         y-.W..=

fe--

tsoneAptT"elo"os02o.1DS

,t."rxf7

.TT
Dno  aOa O-e th1± ti"- 02o o-  -ie o.n  o.za o-- orbe a-t eM  e.l! O.te "an }"  -2s oM  ores a-n

ct9su

 .,  {c)LeftEyelnnercemer

l,Z･l
gii･goTe

 
uan=e8

 ,,

{d)LefiTemple
lnortOA::

 
pt"eerf    "

li･yo,e
es- moe o,n elE -2a  L-  mu  v.tr ase  "pt  eno  oN  blet e"2 o.le mu  n"  an  tia ors  ua

{e}LertEyebrowOutside
･oreorewma-.eMES"""

th`;7

rt

 p'xy't

     (DfipotChin
rln

il 

:uttu

ono th"  an1 o,n  orle -nt  L"  -at os2 o,se e- oso -N  ont  tn  o,at tlD eot -n an ase oa-

         Threshold  of Acepetance  as  Nermalized  Distarice

Fig. 9 Comparison of  localization aeeuracy  with

Gabor  parameters  before and  afLer,  learning for difi
ferent fiducial points.

  2) The transition of  localization aceuracy  under  difi

ferent hyper- parameter  A is shown  in Fig.8. Beeause
the parameter  is optimized  on  the majority  of  sa  rnples

by the learning on  the training samples,  the overall  ac-

curacy  has been  improved. On  the other  hand, even

larger bias might  occur  for outliers  in the testing set,
e.g., images with  beard or  glasses in eye  aarea,  etc.
                                           '
  3) Wt] also  made  detailed comparisons  on  each  point.

All fiducial points arc  divided inte two  categoTies:  first-
tier points include eyes,  corners  of  eyes  and  mouth,

nose  tip and  others,  and  seeond-tier  points include the
              '
left and  right  temples,  the tip of  chin,  eye  brews, the
bridge of  nose,  etc,  Results on  three first-tier peints,                                  '                      '                                             '
i,e., left eye, left eye  outer  corner,  left eye  inner eerner,

are  given in Fig.9<a) to (c), while  results  for three sec-
ond  tier points, narnely,  the left ternple, the left eye-
brow outer  corner  and  the tip of  chin,  are  shown  in

Fig.9(d) to (f), respectively,  Three cases  under  N=110,
i.e., before learning, after learning with  A =  3.0 

,
 after                                         '

learning with  A =  5,O 
,
 are  compared.  We  found that                           '      'EBGM

 with  optimized  Gabor parameters  improve the
 'accuracy

 on  beth the first- tier and  second-tier  points.

  4) The  transition of  Jet similarity  aiound  the ground
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truth of  left eye  is plotted to check  the influence causad

by different hyper-parameter in Fig.10, The  similarity

ef  the jet in left eye  to all jets extracted  in the same

row  is plotted for three  cases,  initial pamameter,  paff
rarneter  from N=110  and  A =  3,O , and  N==110 and

A =  5.0 in Fig,10, After learning, the distance between
the left eye  to its neighbors  (e.g., inner cerner  of left
eye  or  outer  corner  of  left eye,  etc)  is enlarged,  which

refiects the influence of  the minimization  of the energy

function.

  ftenn the above  results, we  found that the learned

Gabor  parameters  increase the degree of  discrimination
of  Gabor jets and  accordingly  the localization accuracy

has been improved. Comparing with  the conventional
EBGM,  optimized  Gabor parameters  could  provide im-

proved  aecuracy  of  localization with  a smaller  depth of
bunch, which  also  speeds  up  the processing of  local-
ization, Although we  performed  a  fu11 search,  a  tech-

nique,  i,e., using  FFT  for fast computation  of Gal)or

jets, helps reduce  the burden  of  computation.  In a  PC

with  1.6GHz  CPU,  the whole  process with  both coarse
and  fine !and-marking costs  about  10 seconds  for each
image  in eur  experiments.  faster speed  is possible if
the seareh  is executed  in a  selective  way.

4 ConclusiQns

  We  focus on  the improvement of  localization accu-

racy  in the  EBGM  method  by the  optimization  of  Gbl
bor parameters  in the meaning  of  maximizing  the de

gree of  diseriminant between Gabor jets frorn different
fiducial points. We  use  the gradient descendent method

for searching  the lecal optimum  ofenergy  function, and

derive the learning rule,  According to our  numerical

experiments,  the accuracy  of  localization is improved

by  optimized  Gabor pararneters when  comparing  with

the conventional  EBGM,  This verifies the eMciency  of

the proposed  approach.  In the energy  function we  in-

trodu ¢ e  a  new  hyper-parameter, which  is set  heuris-
tically in the present work.  Since the  energy  function

could  be  extended  to the framework  of  Markov  random

field, we  will  consider  the possibility  of automatieally

determining the hyper-paxameter by probabilistic es-

timation, which  is Ieft as  a  topic for our  future work.

Further investigation regaxding  more  eMcient  energy

functions is another  important  future research  topic.
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